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Kinabalu - Northern Borneo

Dave Nicol
P hOlOgraphs 69- 71

Borneo, if ever I had thought about it, would have seemed an unlikely place to go
in search of major rock climbs. I had always imagined it to be a place of dense
forest, torpid rivers and malevolent Dyaks. However, the potential of Mt.
Kinabalu (4101m) first came to my notice some 15 years ago in a strange little
American-Japanese publication Mountains ofthe World by William Bueler. At the
northern tip of Borneo in the Malaysian province of Sabah, granite walls of a
Californian type and scale existed, being the only area of this large island that
emerged above the jungle - part of the great tropical rain forest which extends
from Thailand to New Guinea.

A trip was planned almost immediately but shelved in favour of more
conventional ice-covered mountains. A couple of years ago I resurrected the idea
and began to look around for further information. Several small British parties
had visited the mountain in the fifties and sixties, being in the main members of
the armed forces stationed in SE Asia at the time. A very enjoyable article in A] 63
about an attempt to reach Kinabalu through the northern jungles led us to the
author, Group Captain Tony Smythe, who very generously came up to the Lake
District and showed us an 8mm film that he made during his expedition of 1959.
Huge rock faces appeared briefly through the clouds of time and what appeared to
be an almost continuous rainstorm.

Further reading revealed Mike James of Sheffield. Mike had climbed on the
mountain in 1969 with a school group from Singapore. He, too, was most helpful
and had actually done some easy rock routes. Large clean faces of a gabbro-like
granite did exist, but there was no information available about any attempt of a
major face. One fact that emerged was that to reach the foot ofany potential major
climb we would have to take the unusual step ofwalking up to the summit area by
the straightforward tourist route and then descend gullies to the north. Indeed it
seemed that our 'Base Camp' as such would have to be situated near the summit.
Access from the north, as Group Captain Smythe had found, could only be made
through extremely rugged and difficult jungle terrain; the upper tree-filled
valleys of this route being the haunt ofsuch exotics as the White Su.matran Rhino,
Orang Dtan and Wild Ox. We chose to descend to this 'Lost World' by the vastly
easier summit route.

The big problem was obviously going to be one of excessive precipitation. The
driest time of the year is March to May, although it still rains every day in a normal
year, the wettest being October through January. We had hoped to go at Easter,
but a rash of personal problems amongst the group delayed departure to early
August.

Sustained by generous aid from the MEF and the BMC, Terry Bolger, Judy
Brigg, Colin Downer, Dick Royce, Janice Warrick and myself flew to the East,
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courtesy of a communist airline whose flight was noteworthy only for the
complexity of the ticketing, the deviousness of its routing and the bizarre
qualities of its hostesses.

We landed in Sabah at the large town of Kota Kinabalu (formerly Jesselton),
capital of East Malayasia and home to a polyglot population of indigenous
Kadazans, Bajaus, Muruts and Lanuns, together with a sizeable contingent of
Chinese and a sprinkling of Bengalis. The town was razed by Allied shelling and
Japanese demolition at the end of the last war. Rebuilt with vigour but seemingly
little imagination, it had much of the ambience ofmodern downtown Blackburn,
albeit palm-fringed and filled with a smiling people. Accommodation was
extremely expensive which did not invite one to tarry long, but the food was
magnificent and cheap. I will always remember the sweet and sour whole crab,
sizzling pig's windpipe and the local version of the ubiquitous 'steamboat' - a
S0rt of marine tropical fondue.

Mt. Kinabalu lies at the centre ofa National Park some 100km east ofthe town.
Some brisk bargaining obtained for us a minibus in which we drove off along a
new Japanese-constructed highway to Ranau, a thriving town on the rice growing
Ranau plain. Our driver seemed to be a member of the local minority Christian
community. Above his head was a passable copy of what appeared to be Da
Vinci's 'Virgin of the Rocks'. This provided an amusing Renaissance style hazard
warning readout; a left turn being indicated by a flashing from the halo of the
cherub on the left, a right turn by a similar signal from the corresponding cherub
and with an application of the brakes the whole central Virgin Mary was
illuminated.

The rugged countryside had been devastated by logging, the source ofmuch of
the present prosperity; the giant diptocarp forest had disappeared and had been
replaced by an unsightly slash. As we meandered along the Japanese highway
past picturesque kampongs, there seemed little sign of the starving third world.
Colour televisions flashed from the interiors of many of the dwellings and often
the exteriors sported a recent model Datsun. But as we steadily climbed, the
country changed. The Park headquarters lay in virgin montane forest at about
1370m, the mountain being concealed by dense cloud from which sporadic
showers fell.

We arranged to have 12 porters arrive at dawn next morning, but were
staggered by the current scale ofcharges; about £10 per day to carry 10kg and £10
a day to return unladen. At first sight the porters were an unlikely looking team,
mainly attractive Dusun girls aged about IS years, clad in track suits, baseball
hats and trainers, some even carried headsets of the Sony Walkman type and
listened to them with an obvious appreciation. We were somewhat mollified to
find that we could reach an aluminium hut, the Sayat-Sayat (381Om) in a day,
though rather dubious about our ability to do so with the 30kg sacks we had to
carry.

The path to the summit is a popular venue for oriental tourists and hence is in
quite good condition. The cloud forest extends from about 1800m and here
gnarled and often stunted trees are covered thickly in mosses, lichens and a
multitude of orchids. Climbing bamboos, thorny rotans and densely compact
shrubs make venturing off the trail almost impossible. One can feel for Sir Hugh
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Low, a government official from nearby Labuan Island, who after several weeks
of hacking made the first ascent of Kinabalu in 1851. At about nOOm we started
to see large insectivorous pitcher plants of the Nepenthes species; over half the
plants found at these altitudes are unique to Kinabalu and found nowhere else.
The massif is in effect an isolated floral island, floating in a sea of hot lowland
forest. Equally surprising was the eerie silence. We saw few birds and no animals.

I have climbed in a number of Equatorial ranges but have never before got so
high without even a glimpse of the mountains proper. The mist exuded a
persistent drizzle all day, and as we reached the bare upper reaches of the
mountainside it began to rain heavily.

The Sayat-Sayat hut is a small aluminium cabin standing on piers and wired to
easy-angled slabs. Above it a line is traced through polished slabs by cairns and
huge blue fixed ropes. There is a string of impressive pinnacles which rise from
the gentle slabs of the plateau and seem to extend for several miles. The
topography of the mountain is complex, but the major feature is the chasm of
Low's gully which falls about 900m from the summit area. This central fault
system has been the focus of exploration by ice and the copiously fuelled rivers. It
is extremely impressive. Across it, the walls Of King Edward's Peak fall 450m
from a crenellated ridge, but the most awesome abyss lies directly below. The
greatest walls lay in a sub-division of the gully named Commando Cauldron after
the Royal Marine party who ascended Low's Gully from the north in c. 1962. By
scrambling down a rib which ran from the twin pinnacles known as the Donkey's
Ears, we were able to peer across its retaining walls. They were at least 900m high,
very steep and fell smoothly into the grey-green backdrop of the cloud forest.

The highest point of the summit plateau is Low's Peak. Its substantial cairn
was bedecked with fluttering flags and metal plaques commemorating ascents by
such august mountaineering bodies as the Lion's Club of Bandi Sera Bugawan,
and Sandakan High School. St. Andrew's Peak (4075m) exhibits a really
horrendous NW face. Bands of smooth overlaps like the layers of a half-peeled
onion, unrelieved by any weakness plummet into an abyss of unfathomable
depths filled with dark cloud which flows like molten lead and creeps relentlessly
up the granite walls in a most sinister manner.

As we watched there on our first day, we seemed to be looking into an
overflowing witches brew of girasole light from whose slowly moving confines
electrical discharges flashed and glowed intermittently. We had only partially
retraced our steps before we were enveloped in a humid twilight. It soon began to
rain torrentially and we sought shelter beneath an overhanging boulder at the
head of Commando Cauldron. Within minutes a dull roaring was heard from
below. A rent in the clouds showed us that the face was streaked with waterfalls.
Such was the volume of rainfall and the speed of the resulting run-off that any
major line was forced into funnelling the drainage from the adjacent face and was
rapidly transformed into a raging torrent.

The rainstorm was more sustained than the day before and continued until the
early hours of the morning. The aluminium hut was watertight though it
resonated like a kettledrum. The iron stove was stoked up with the plentiful
supply of dead wood and our clothes dried rapidly. In this summit zone plants
survived only in gulleys or in the lee of boulders. Especially combustible were the
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bushy Leptospennum, the dwarfRhododendron Ericoides and several species of tiny
conifer.

As we sat around the stove we deliberated on the day's observations. It did not
take much imagination to see that it was going to be highly desirable to be off any
sizeable rock climb by the time it started raining. Unless one could arrange a very
secure belay one would be swept away. If well tied on there seemed to be every
likelihood of being drowned.

We embarked on a daily programme of climbs. Early morning was generally
bright and clear. As the day progressed the valley cloud which produced the rain
rose inexorably but predictably and it was usually possible to accurately predict
the arrival of the flood. We still hoped for a change in the weather pattern, but this
was not to be - it rained every day.

As a general rule the rock was superb but very difficult to protect. Often
rounded and lacking in positive holds, cracks were infrequent and when found
were shallow and flared; no vegetation with the exception of a few hardy bushes
managed to gain a hold. Fortunately we had brought several sets of 'Friends' and
a number of skyhooks which proved indispensable.

The most satisfying climb achieved was a 600m direct route up the greatest
height of the slabby walls left of Panar Laban. We were unable to make a single
chock or piton placement and even 'Friends' were of very limited use. The usual
running belays were skyhooks weighted with bunches of 'Friends' and static
belays were multiple skyhook placements occasionally backed up with one of the
tiny tenacious Bonzai type bushes which could be found here and there. Downer
and Royce led some harassing pitches, the hardest sections of the climb being
graded E3 6a. We encountered some long runouts on the easier upper section
which required the joining of two SOm ropes to reach some kind of stance. On
looking down, the slabs had a glassy reflective appearance - a quality of frozen
undulation like certain ice-faces; contrarily the texture of the rock was scoraceous
and abrasive, the friction superb.

Kinabalu is one of the youngest mountains in the world. Only one and a half
million years ago a granite batholith began to rise and push through the overlying
sedimentaries. Erosion by water and later by glaciers shaped the new mountain
and the slabs bear witness to the polishing effect of the ice. The top section of the
mountain was more weathered and provided a better protected and more
reassuring style of climbing. It is possible to surmise that the summit pinnacles
were not submerged by the glaciers during the last ice-age and consequently
remained unpolished. All the main pinnacles showed signs of having been
climbed before; many were liberally strewn with bolts of refined finish but
unfamiliar appearance. Japan was their probable origin although there was no
direct evidence to this end. Even on days when the rain stopped for only a few
hours we were able to climb in this summit zone. With large bolts at frequent
intervals the most outrageous moves were possible on the steep rounded faces and
smooth aretes. .

Comparable possibly to the N ridge of the Aiguille du Peigne, the SE face of
Victoria Peak was enjoyable on an uncharacteristically cold and blustery day. The
Sulu Sea pirates of old had called North Borneo 'The Land Below the Wind' as it
lay to the south of the typhoon belt. Usually this was an accurate description as
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one could comfortably climb in light clothing. Amongst many climbing days, one
of the most stimulating was the traverse of the Dewill Pinnacles north of
Alexandria peak. The final summit appeared virgin, the tremendous double
exposure and the eerie echo effect of this part of the mountain engendered a
piquancy that will be long remembered.

Many of our ascents were anticlimactic in that we had really come to attempt a
major route. Closer examination of the larger walls showed that the more alluring
ones were likely to be highly demanding in time and effort. Even very proficient
modern climbers would probably be involved for several days; an unlikely
occupation in the prevailing conditions. I suppose it must stop raining sometime,
although I am unlikely to return to find out. Nevertheless it will be difficult to
forget the morning sunshine, hot on the perfect granite and the tremendous
panorama over the green forest below and across to the South China Sea.
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